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About This Content

When a violent tremor shatters the islands of the Deadfire, the greatest wizards in Eora seek out the aid of the Watcher. The
archmage Maura has vanished into the depths of a newly opened dungeon located in the Black Isles and threatens to awaken
what lies forgotten there. Follow Maura's trail and determine the fate of one of the Deadfire Archipelago's most closely-held

secrets.

Traverse an expansive dungeon built into the flesh of a sleeping god.

Encounter the highest-level challenges yet faced by the Watcher and their companions.

Scheme with or defy the wills of Eora's most powerful wizards.
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This game makes me wish there was a neutral option. I enjoyed playing it overall so I guess that warrants a positive, but there
are a lot of things I did not like about it. A lot of the dialog (written letters) felt pretentious, with nonsense poetry thrown in for
no reason. I encountered some glitches that forced me to restart the game twice. The gameplay itself is very slow, but due to the
nature of the game I am willing to let it slide. It wasn't so slow that it was unplayable, it kept me intrigued.

I would say the major negative I would have to say about this game is that in the end, nothing you did mattered whatsoever. I
was having a good time stocking my shelves with cheese, breeding goats, planting crops, etc while slowly uncovering the story
through letters, and purchasing some crazy expensive mythical key items that I assumed would have a purpose. But in the end
the items do nothing, nothing you accomplished mattered.. If you like Doom\/Doom 2, this game is absolutely worth $5 to you.
No jumping, no plot, lots of bad guys. The graphics and music do a good job setting the tone. The enemies are challenging and
numerous. The level design is fairly basic but secrets help add variety. Very barebones menu and options - you can't rebind
controls, so if you don't like WASD you're out of luck.

Give it a try!. I cant move my camera around how can i fix this?. This game immediatly got my attention due to it's similarity to
the classroom classic flash game, Swords and Sandals. I remember that game being hard, but fun. I checked the details on this
game and saw that it was a rogue like game. Now this could go one of two ways, it could be like binding of issac, in which a bad
run will not unlock anything new and shiny. Or it could be like has been heroes, in which any progress goes towards a 'buff
meter' or 'unlock progression.

I am happy to say that this is the latter, and is a good bit of fun. My only complaints as off right now are that there isn't much
content. This is in the sense that the first boss is always the same, and the execution/humiliation animations are always the same,
with the exception of the 'thug life' humiliation which I find is always hilarious.

There is a good basis for more cotent to be built up on, and when I'm craving a comedic gladiator battle, I'll pop this game on
and likely have a fantastic few hours.. This game is strange, I don't see the story :D but gameplay is fine.. Tried to play this game
several months ago and had issues with the client. Tried again today and it looks like nothing has changed, the client is unusable,
half the time it never loads and the other half of the time it crashes as soon as I try and do anything. The game might be fun to
play, but no one on steam has any idea, please fix.. Didn't get laid yet but I'm getting there thanks to Richard
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Neat puzzle game in the "fling stuff at stuff" puzzle genre. Not like Angry Birds, but you do throw stuff at stuff. You just don't
knock down a ton of stuff. You do knock down some stuff, though.

For the price (cheap) I'd say it's worth it.

It didn't work well for me at higher resolutions. Either poorly optimized or my computer is older than I think it is. O.O. Very
good FPS game to play online

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uexbAa_zXGs. I hope the dev creates pixel dungeon 2!! I love this game and I have been
playing it on my phone for years now. YEARSSS. I just bought to support the dev! Keep up the good work!. Please don't judge
me. It's my little girl whose playing the game not me. I would definitely give this a flaming thumbs down if it weren't for my kid
playing this game as I clean our bathroom. The 9 hours is part of my total bathroom cleaning time. 10\/10 would have their kids
play this as they clean.. Weird game.... Ridiculous amount of fun and amazing art for an indie game. Worth every penny.. Be
warned, this game might not work properly. This has to be the worst fuc_ing game I have ever played.... REALLY!!! Plus I
payed money supporting it... The damn delays having to read every detail... Sigh. I am already wasting too much time writing
this. Enjoy...

But I warned you potential buyer.

LAME. If you liked limbo u will love Schein for sure :)
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